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Abstract
Neural models based on pre-trained transform-001
ers, such as BERT or XLM-RoBERTa, demon-002
strate SOTA results in many NLP tasks, includ-003
ing non-topical classification, such as genre004
identification. However, often these approaches005
exhibit low reliability to minor alterations of006
the test texts. One of the problems concerns top-007
ical biases in the training corpus, for example,008
the prevalence of words on a specific topic in a009
specific genre can trick the genre classifier to010
recognise any text on this topic in this genre. In011
order to mitigate this problem, we investigate012
techniques for attacking genre classifiers to un-013
derstand the limitations of the transformer mod-014
els and to improve their performance. While015
simple text attacks, such as those based on word016
replacement using keywords extracted by tf-idf,017
are not capable of deceiving powerful models018
like XLM-RoBERTa, we show that embedding-019
based algorithms which can replace some of the020
most “significant” words with words similar to021
them, for example, TextFooler, have the ability022
to influence model predictions in a significant023
proportion of cases.024

1 Introduction025

Non-topical text classification concerns a wide026

range of problems that are aimed at predicting a text027

property that is not connected directly to the text028

topic, for example, at predicting its genre, difficulty029

level, the age or the first language of its author, etc.030

Unlike topical text classification, non-topical text031

classification needs a model that predicts a label032

on the basis of its stylistic properties. Automatic033

genre identification is one of the standard problems034

of non-topical text classification, as it is useful in035

many areas such as information retrieval, language036

teaching or basic linguistic research (Santini et al.,037

2010).038

An early comparison of various datasets, mod-039

els and linguistic features for genre classification040

(Sharoff et al., 2010) shows that traditional ma-041

chine learning models, for example, SVM, can be042

very accurate in genre classification on their native 043

dataset, but suffer from a dataset shift. Since then, 044

many new approaches for text classification have 045

emerged. In particular, BERT (Bidirectional En- 046

coder Representations from Transformers) is an ef- 047

ficient pre-trained model based on the Transformer 048

architecture (Devlin et al., 2018). It achieves the 049

state-of-the-art results for various NLP tasks, in- 050

cluding text classification. XLM-RoBERTa (Con- 051

neau et al., 2019) is an improved variant of BERT. It 052

has the same architecture, but uses bigger and more 053

genre diverse corpora and an updated pre-training 054

procedure. In addition, XLM-RoBERTa is multi- 055

lingual. Therefore, we choose XLM-RoBERTa as 056

the classifier for the experiments in this study. 057

One of the most significant problems in genre 058

classification is topical shifts (Petrenz and Webber, 059

2010). If a specific topic is more frequent in the 060

training corpus for a specific genre than many clas- 061

sification models can be biased towards indicating 062

this genre by the keywords of this topic. This be- 063

comes especially problematic in the case of data 064

shift (Petrenz and Webber, 2010). For this reason, 065

they check reliability of their genre classifiers via 066

testing on the datasets from different domains, and 067

so do we in our work. 068

There are numerous attempts to attack various 069

NLP models by making minor changes to a text 070

which lead to different predictions. An overview of 071

different methods is presented in (Huq and Pervin, 072

2020). These techniques help to reveal the flaws 073

of the NLP models and to find out what are the 074

features in the texts that are taken into account by 075

the models. TextFooler (Jin et al., 2019) sorts the 076

lexicon of the texts in the order of the impact on 077

the target class probability and tries to replace the 078

most important words with one of the most similar 079

words to it where similarity is defined as the dot 080

product between the corresponding word embed- 081

dings. BertAttack (Li et al., 2020) has a similar 082

algorithm, but instead of using word embeddings 083
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it relies on Bert token embeddings. Because of084

this, BertAttack processes the whole words and085

subword tokens in different ways, while trying to086

find suitable words to replace subword tokens.087

Until now, there were no reports of successful at-088

tempts on attacking genre classifiers or non-topical089

classification in general using neural methods, even090

though it is important to understand their reliabil-091

ity and to find ways for improving their robust-092

ness. In this study, we test two methods to attack093

text genre classifiers. The first method is based on094

swapping the keywords which are found with tf-df095

extraction, while the second method applies a mod-096

ified TextFooler algorithm. Moreover, we try to097

improve the performance of the original classifiers098

by adding a set of texts broken by TextFooler to the099

training corpus.100

In this paper we perform the following steps to101

investigate attacking techniques and to improve the102

reliability of the genre classifier:103

1. training a baseline classifier using XLM-104

RoBERTa (Section 2);105

2. attacking the XLM-RoBERTa classifier by106

swapping topical keywords between the gen-107

res (Section 3.1);108

3. attacking the XLM-RoBERTa classifier with109

TextFooler (Section 3.2);110

4. performing targeted attacks on the XLM-111

RoBERTa classifier (Section 3.3);112

5. training a new XLM-RoBERTa classifier by113

using the original training corpus combined114

with the successfully attacked texts (Sec-115

tion 3.4);116

Data and scripts to replicate our experiments are117

available.1118

2 Baseline119

2.1 Training data120

For training, we use existing FTD datasets in En-121

glish and in Russian (Sharoff, 2018). Each of them122

contains nearly 2000 texts from a wide range of123

sources annotated with 10 genre labels, see Table 1.124

The dataset is relatively balanced with the most125

common categories being Argumentation and Pro-126

motion. For validation of the success of attacking127

models at the last stage (see the next section) we128

reserve a small dataset obtained by stratified sam-129

pling (columns Val in Table 1), which is not used130

in the training and attacking pipelines.131

1github/anonymous

It is known that genre classifiers are often not 132

robust when applied to a different corpus with the 133

same labels (Sharoff et al., 2010), therefore we 134

use independently produced test sets to simulate 135

out-of-domain performance on large collections 136

coming from a smaller number of sources. This is 137

in comparison to the training datasets, which came 138

from a much wider range of sources. 139

For the Russian test set we use 3,500 posts from 140

LiveJournal, a social media platform popular in 141

Russia. Since LiveJournal is a social media plat- 142

form, the distribution of its texts significantly dif- 143

fers from that in the FTD corpora. It contains less 144

of Legal, Academic and Promotion texts. But it has 145

more News, Personal and Instruction texts. The 146

most popular genres in the Russian test corpus are 147

News and Promotion (Table 1). 148

As we lack an independent test set for English, 149

we use “natural annotation” in the sense of using a 150

text collection from sources relatively homogenous 151

with respect to their genres, such as StackExchange 152

which mainly contains instructive texts, Wikipedia 153

which mainly contains texts for reference informa- 154

tion, see more details in the Sources column in 155

Table 1. 156

2.2 Training genre classifiers 157

We fine-tune the baseline XLM-RoBERTa classi- 158

fier following the same archine as (Sun et al., 2019). 159

This model has around 279M parameters. We con- 160

catenate the English and the Russian texts from 161

the training part of the FTD corpus, since XLM- 162

RoBERTa is a multilingual model which has shown 163

better results on concatenation in our initial experi- 164

ments. To establish the accuracy of the respective 165

classifier models, we keep the record of the source 166

text language in the five-fold cross-validation proce- 167

dure. The classifier is trained during 10 epochs with 168

the Adam optimiser with learning rate = 5 · 10−5 169

since these hyperparameters are used in the origi- 170

nal papers for several BERT-like models (Devlin 171

et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019). We use one TITAN 172

RTX-based GPU for each experiment. Available 173

GPU capacity: 24 GB. 174

3 Genre attacks 175

The genre attack task is to make minimal alterations 176

to a target text to change its prediction. If a test text 177

can be altered to change its label and this can be 178

achieved within a set limit of alterations, the text 179

is counted as “broken”. We can try untargeted and 180
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Genre label Prototypes FTD EN FTD RU Homogeneous EN LJ RU
Train Val Train Val Test Sources Test

Argument Expressing opinions, editorials 276 77 207 77 400 (Kiesel et al., 2019) 481
Fiction Novels, songs, film plots 69 28 62 23 400 BNC 199
Instruction Tutorials, FAQs, manuals 141 50 59 17 400 StackExchange 384
News Reporting newswires 114 37 379 103 400 Giga News 1518
Legal Laws, contracts, T&C 56 17 69 13 400 Legal codes 14
Personal Diary entries, travel blogs 72 19 126 49 400 ICWSM 513
Promotion Adverts, promotional postings 218 66 222 85 400 websites 68
Academic Academic research papers 59 23 144 49 400 arxiv.org 20
Information Encyclopedic articles 131 38 72 33 400 Wikipedia 171
Review Product reviews 48 22 107 34 400 Amazon 185

Total 1184 377 1447 483 4000 3553

Table 1: Training and testing corpora

targeted attacks181

untargeted the attacks that intend to force the clas-182

sifier to change its correct prediction of test183

set text to produce any incorrect label from184

our set of labels without considering a specific185

label;186

targeted the opposite direction of attack when we187

attack texts for which the classifier makes a188

mistake by making alterations to force the189

classifier to predict the correct label label.190

The genre attacks are conducted to achieve cross-191

validation for attacks without leaking information192

about the target texts to the classifier: we randomly193

shuffle the train dataset and make 5 iterations of the194

cross-validation mechanism: For every i the texts195

with numbers from 0.2i|X| to 0.2(i+1)|X|−1 are196

used to attack a classifier which has been trained on197

the remaining texts from the training corpus. Thus,198

we get 5 architecturally identical classifier models199

with slightly different weights, as well as a set of200

successfully attacked texts we use for the following201

analysis.202

Unlike the classifier training step, we train text203

attack models separately for each language as this204

helps in achieving successful attacks on more texts.205

3.1 Attacking by swapping topical keywords206

First, we test a simple text attack generator which is207

based on replacing the keywords extracted for each208

genre, with the keywords defined by their tf-idf209

scores within the genre texts.210

Then the attack generator replaces a certain per-211

centage of the keywords for every genre to a key-212

word of a different genre. We choose the following213

percentage of the keywords for replacement: 10%, 214

50%, 100%. Contrary to our expectations concern- 215

ing the prevalence of topic-specific keywords, our 216

XLM-R classifier is reasonably robust to attacks 217

on both English and Russian texts, as the rate of 218

successfully broken texts is fairly low, see Table 2. 219

3.2 Attacking with untargeted TextFooler 220

The original TextFooler algorithm has the follow- 221

ing stages. First, we order the words wi (after 222

excluding the stop-words) by the descending order 223

of word importance scores Iw, that defined in the 224

following way: 225

Iwi =


FY (X)− FY (X\wi

), if F (X) = F (X\wi)

(FY (X)− FY (X\wi
)) + (F

Ŷ
(X\wi

)− F
Ŷ
(X)),

if F (X) = Y, F (X\wi) = Ŷ , Y ̸= Ŷ

 , 226

where F (X) is predicted label for the text X , 227

and FC(X) is predicted probability of the genre C 228

for the text X . The intuition of the importance is 229

that the more is distortion of the predicted probabil- 230

ity distribution after removal of a word, the more 231

important the word is. 232

Then for every word in the attacked text the k 233

closest words are chosen by maximising the dot 234

product of their embeddings with the embedding 235

of the original word. These words are the candi- 236

dates for replacing the original word. We iterate 237

through the words wi and try to replace it with one 238

of the candidates following a set of filters. If we 239

succeeded to do that, then the text replacement is 240

considered as successful. Otherwise, we continue 241

to iterate through the list of candidates. If we could 242

not find a candidate i for replacing the word wi, 243

we take the word that the classifier will give the 244

minimal probability of the original class for the 245
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Replaced 10% 50% 100%
EN 14 (1,1%) 31 (2,5%) 196 (15,5%)
RU 22 (1,5%) 44 (3,0%) 148 (10,0%)

Table 2: Successful attacks with tf-idf keyword replacement

text with this replacement. If we have iterated all246

over the words wi, but the classifier still predicts247

the original label for the text, the attack is unsuc-248

cessful.249

The filters for choosing a suitable replacement250

can vary. First, we can keep the same part-of-251

speech tag. Second, we can vary the lower limit252

threshold for the word similarity score for each253

candidate. In the original TextFooler algorithm,254

it is fixed at 0.5. In our study the cosine embed-255

ding similarities between each word and its closest256

neighbour lie between 0.61 (0.2-percentile) and257

0.82 (0.8-percentile) for the English words, and258

between 0.67 (0.2-percentile) and (0.82-percentile)259

for the Russian ones. For both languages, the min-260

imum cosine similarity among the pairs of most261

similar embeddings is 0.34. If we take into ac-262

count the top-15 most similar embeddings for each263

word embedding, the 20–80 percentile range for264

English is 0.49–0.66, for Russian it is 0.52–0.68.265

This limits the range for the selection threshold.266

Finally, to preserve the meaning and the gram-267

matical correctness of the attacked text, we esti-268

mate the similarity between the original sentence269

and its attacked version with the Universal Sen-270

tence Encoder (Cer et al., 2018). The original271

TextFooler paper fixed the minimal dot product272

between the USE embedding of the original text273

and the attacked one to the threshold to 0.84, we274

tried varying it in our study.275

In our experiments when attacking the datasets276

with TextFooler we use the same cross-validation277

mechanism.278

Our experiments with applying TextFooler to279

genre classification produced convincing replace-280

ments which preserved the meaning at the word281

level for both English and Russian. However, we282

found that preserving the grammar is trickier, es-283

pecially for Russian. Probably, due to the richness284

of the Russian morphology, the grammatical cases,285

noun genders and plural forms are not coherent in286

many broken texts. The same phenomenon is also287

common in English: Table 6 shows an example of288

alteration that makes a text ungrammatical.289

We also made two experiments when the replace-290

ment of the stop-words is allowed and not. We 291

find that there is no big difference in the number 292

of broken texts in either case. Furthermore, we 293

experimented with various values of k and the min- 294

imal USE score to find out how they affected the 295

number of the attacked texts and the robustness of 296

the XLM-RoBERTa model trained on them. Since 297

the original TextFooler implementation in the Tex- 298

tAttack framework (Morris et al., 2020) does not 299

contain embeddings for Russian, we used FastText 300

embeddings for both English and Russian to make 301

the experiments with both languages identical. 302

Table 3 lists the results for untargeted attack for 303

both English and Russian FTD corpora in terms 304

of the number of words needed for a successful 305

change of genre predictions for a text. 306

Table 4 shows that the number of the success- 307

fully attacked texts is practically independent from 308

the USE threshold when it varies from the default 309

0.84 to 0. At the same time, as expected the pro- 310

portion of the broken texts increases when more 311

variants for attack are considered (the value of k, 312

the number of nearest neighbours to consider). 313

Besides, TextFooler turned out to be more effi- 314

cient for the Russian texts, about 15% difference 315

in the proportion of broken texts. However, we 316

should note that TextFooler tries to attack only 317

texts which the model classifies correctly. As the 318

XLM-RoBERTa classifier performed better on the 319

Russian texts, we make more attacks on Russian 320

texts in general. 321

Table 5 represents an example of a text, success- 322

fully broken by our mechanism. It shows that a 323

replacement of just one word to its synonyms is 324

able to change the classifier prediction. 325

3.3 Targeted attacks with TextFooler 326

For targeted attacks we use the same mechanism 327

with TextFooler, but we choose the replacement 328

candidate that maximises the probability of the true 329

class. 330

Table 7 lists for how many texts the classifier pre- 331

dictions can be improved by the attack mechanism. 332

Targeted attacks are harder that the untargeted ones. 333
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Genre English Russian
Argument 18.3 13

Fiction 21.8 14
Instruction 29.8 25

News 30.5 24
Legal 24.3 17.5

Personal 8.4 6
Promotion 31.3 26.5
Academic 20.6 18

Information 11 5.5
Review 8.9 3.5

Table 3: The median number of words per text for successful genre attacks

USE Language k=15 k=30 k=50
0.84 EN 416 (32,9%) 438 (34,7%) 453 (35,8%)
0.84 RU 686 (47,4%) 718 (49,6%) 744 (51,4%)
0.6 EN 424 (33,5%) 444 (35,1%) 457 (36,2%)
0.6 RU 687 (47,5%) 720 (49,8%) 744 (51,4%)
0 EN 424 (33,5%) 444 (35,1%) 457 (36,2%)
0 RU 687 (47,5%) 720 (49,8%) 744 (51,4%)

Table 4: Successful untargeted attacks with different USE thresholds

3.4 Genre classifiers trained on the attacked334

texts335

Table 9 lists the robust classifier performance on the336

test corpora. It shows that the XLM-RoBERTa clas-337

sifier trained on the attacked texts attains higher ac-338

curacy than the baseline classifier. Table 10 shows,339

that for most genres the robust classifier achieves340

higher f1-score. The same is true for precision and341

recall.342

Table 11 shows an example of a successful tar-343

geted attack for an English text. The number of344

replaced words is low, and the grammatical correct-345

ness is preserved.346

Training XLM-RoBERTa on concatenation of347

the original and broken texts does not improve the348

classifier performance on the LiveJournal corpus349

but significantly increases the accuracy on the En-350

glish genre corpus with natural annotation. Besides,351

the best result is attained when hyper-parameter352

value k = 15 is used. It shows that the quality of353

attack is more important than the number of the354

successfully attacked texts for boosting the classi-355

fier performance. In the Table 8 we can see that the356

robust classifier performs better for most genres. In357

the Table 12 the improvement in terms of the F1358

score is limited, since for many genres improving359

recall implies deterioration of precision.360

Besides, we conduct a mechanism for attacking361

the XLM-RoBERTa classifier trained on the texts362

broken by the targeted attacks. And we do the same 363

thing for the texts made by the untargeted attacks. 364

We show that the classifier trained on the broken 365

texts from the targeted attacks is significantly more 366

reliable than the original one. The difference from 367

the original mechanism is that here we use the train 368

subset for training classifiers, but the TextFooler at- 369

tacks are performed on the validation subset Table 1 370

that makes 25% of the train corpus. In other words, 371

we do not use here the cross-validation mechanism 372

we used before. 373

Table 14 and Table 13 list the number of the Rus- 374

sian and the English texts, successfully attacked 375

by the target attack mechanism. As for the untar- 376

geted attacks, the number of the broken Russian 377

texts is higher than that for the English ones. It 378

could be caused by the morphological richness of 379

the Russian language. It has numerous suffices 380

and word endings many of which are represented 381

by a single XLM-RoBERTa token. Therefore, fre- 382

quently changing of morphological forms of some 383

words causes change to the genre predicted by the 384

classifier. 385

4 Related Work 386

Genre classification is not a new task, since non- 387

topical classification is needed for many applica- 388

tions. There have been experiments with various ar- 389

chitectures from linear discriminant analysis (Karl- 390
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Original Attacked
As a Company Limited by Guarantee this charity is owned not
by any shareholders but by its members . Only members can
vote at Annual General Meetings to elect officers and Directors
or become Directors of the charity . So if you would like to help
us in this way , contributing at least £ 5 per year and in return
receive regular updates and an invitation to the AGM please com-
plete a membership form Company Membership Form Friends
Membership Form There is also the option to make a monthly
donation towards our work . As little as £ 2 a month can make a
real difference to Emmaus Projects .

As a Company Limited by Guarantee that charity is owned not
by any shareholders but by its members . Only members can
vote at Annual General Meetings to elect officers and Directors
or become Directors of the charity . So if you would like to help
us in this way , contributing at least £ 5 per year and in return
receive regular updates and an invitation to the AGM please com-
plete a membership form Company Membership Form Friends
Membership Form There is also the option to make a monthly
donation towards our work . As little as £ 2 a month can make a
real difference to Emmaus Projects .

label: Promotion label: Argument

Table 5: Example of an untargeted attack

Original Attacked
In addition to the internet connection , you should
also try to have at least 100 MB of free space avail-
able on your drive when you install Titan Poker .

In addition to the internet connection , you need also
trying to have at least 100 MB of free space available
on your drive when you install Titan Poker .

label: Instruct label: Eval

Table 6: Example of deterioration of grammar in untargeted attack

gren and Cutting, 1994) to SVM (Dewdney et al.,391

2001) to recurrent neural networks (Kunilovskaya392

and Sharoff, 2019). Early work on detection of393

topical shifts in genre classification (Sharoff et al.,394

2010) reveals the problem of topic shifts in the395

genre corpora. In this paper we try to solve the396

problem indirectly. (Petrenz and Webber, 2010)397

investigate a very important idea concerning esti-398

mation of the reliability of genre classifiers based399

via its validation on a corpus with different topical400

domains but with the same genre labels. Our study401

continues this line of research when we use the402

datasets from natural annotation and LiveJournal to403

estimate the model accuracy on an out-of-domain404

testing corpus.405

Our experiments on using adversarial attacks406

for genre classification are novel. The most effi-407

cient adversarial attack techniques for classifiers408

(Jin et al., 2019; Li et al., 2020) are based on us-409

age of word-level embeddings and finding for each410

word a fixed number of the most similar words as411

candidates for replacing with. Our genre attacks412

are based on the TextFooler (Jin et al., 2019) with413

a modification that we allow replacing of the stop-414

words and vary the USE threshold. TextFooler415

(Jin et al., 2019) was chosen as the basis for genre416

attacks in this study due to its efficiency and flex-417

ibility as it can be applied to various neural mod-418

els. We also experimented with BertAttack, that419

differs from the TestFooler algorithm in its usage420

of BERT token embeddings instead of pre-trained421

word-level embeddings. In our initial experiments422

we found it to be much slower than TextFooler and 423

also somewhat less efficient for the genre attack 424

task. The percent of the texts successfully broken 425

by BertAttack is lower than 15% for the English 426

language. Therefore, we only report the results 427

with TextFooler here. 428

5 Conclusion 429

We show that XLM-RoBERTa genre classifier, 430

while being resistant to simple attack methods, such 431

as replacement of genre keywords, can be success- 432

fully attacked by TextFooler. At the same time it 433

can be easily deceived by word-based adversarial 434

attacks. In the case of the baseline classifier, more 435

than 35% of English texts in the training corpus 436

can be successfully broken, raising to more than 437

50% for Russian. In addition, the number of suc- 438

cessfully attacked texts is an important metric for 439

estimating the robustness of the classifiers – the 440

lower the number of broken texts, the more diffi- 441

cult it is to break the classifier which implies higher 442

robustness. 443

We also tried targeted attacks, but the classifiers 444

trained on the targeted attacked texts performed 445

worse than those trained on the untargeted attacked 446

ones. Our experiments demonstrate the effective- 447

ness of TextFooler at generating targeted adver- 448

sarial texts for genre classification. Also we find 449

some important patterns in the attack results - the 450

threshold for USE almost does not affect the num- 451

ber of the attacked texts; attacks are more efficient 452

for the Russian language; the higher the number 453
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Language k=15 k=30 k=50
RU 317 (57,3%) 326 (59,0%) 328 (59,3%)
EN 233 (34,2%) 248 (36,4%) 254 (37,2%)

Table 7: The number of the texts broken by the targeted attack, USE threshold = 0.84

Genre F1 Prec Rec
Base Robust Base Robust Base Robust

Argument 0.585 0.550 0.514 0.612 0.678 0.499
Fiction 0.685 0.677 0.902 0.697 0.553 0.658
Instruction 0.651 0.738 0.891 0.762 0.813 0.716
News 0.940 0.937 0.917 0.943 0.965 0.931
Legal 0.585 0.615 0.444 0.480 0.857 0.857
Personal 0.742 0.723 0.747 0.657 0.737 0.805
Promotion 0.333 0.408 0.316 0.369 0.353 0.456
Academic 0.273 0.489 0.250 0.440 0.300 0.550
Information 0.586 0.578 0.690 0.596 0.509 0.561
Review 0.571 0.535 0.550 0.559 0.595 0.514

Table 8: Comparison of the Base and the Robust XLM-RoBERTa results for English

of replacing candidates, the less the difference be-454

tween reliability of the original and the robust clas-455

sifier fine-tuned on the attacked texts. For example,456

adding broken texts (with their original labels) im-457

proves the overall accuracy, while texts in the new458

collection cannot be broken by the same set of ad-459

versarial attacks, thus implying a more robust clas-460

sifier. New methods for developing more robust461

genre classifiers is one of the important practical462

applications of the adversarial attacks on genres.463
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Corpus no attacked k=15 k=30 k=50
Ru, LiveJournal 0.76 ± 0.003 0.756 ± 0.008 0.755 ± 0.009 0.756 ± 0.005

En, Genre-homogeneous texts 0.747 ± 0.026 0.796 ± 0.011 0.771 ± 0.01 0.776 ± 0.029

Table 9: Accuracy of the XLM-RoBERTa classifier trained on the attacked texts

Genre F1 Prec Rec
Base Robust Base Robust Base Robust

Argument 0.566 0.732 0.534 0.724 0.603 0.740
Fiction 0.914 0.929 0.951 0.913 0.88 0.945
Instruction 0.448 0.621 0.613 0.636 0.353 0.608
News 0.689 0.856 0.529 0.784 0.988 0.943
Legal 0.798 0.652 0.985 0.995 0.670 0.485
Personal 0.658 0.702 0.580 0.681 0.760 0.725
Promotion 0.502 0.885 0.802 0.915 0.365 0.858
Academic 0.910 0.888 0.883 0.820 0.940 0.968
Information 0.944 0.847 0.917 0.753 0.973 0.968
Review 0.752 0.777 0.933 0.865 0.630 0.705

Table 10: Comparison of the Base and the Robust XLM-RoBERTa results for the English homogenous corpus

Original Attacked
CVC Capital Partners , the UK private equity firm ,
which is currently in the process of making an offer
to purchase Forbo , the Swiss flooring and drive belts
manufacturer , would consider selling Forbo’s Swift
adhesives division , if it is successful in its bid , a
source close to the situation

CVC Capital Partners , the UK private equity com-
pany , which is currently in the process of making
an offer to purchase Forbo , the Swiss flooring and
drive belts maker , would consider selling Forbo’s
Swift adhesives division , if it is successful in its bid
, a source close to the situation

label: News label: Promotion

Table 11: Example of a targeted attack

Genre F1 Prec Rec
Base Robust Base Robust Base Robust

Argument 0.584 0.728 0.487 0.734 0.723 0.723
Fiction 0.913 0.928 0.977 0.907 0.858 0.950
Instruction 0.535 0.617 0.708 0.635 0.430 0.600
News 0.816 0.848 0.710 0.767 0.960 0.948
Legal 0.860 0.652 0.990 0.995 0.760 0.485
Personal 0.682 0.707 0.719 0.685 0.648 0.730
Promotion 0.819 0.881 0.914 0.912 0.742 0.853
Academic 0.892 0.886 0.823 0.816 0.975 0.968
Information 0.942 0.845 0.923 0.753 0.963 0.963
Review 0.812 0.774 0.892 0.857 0.745 0.705

Table 12: Comparison of the Base and the Robust XLM-RoBERTa results for Russian

Model k=15 k=30 k=50
base 234 247 252

targeted 254 269 272
robust 209 234 244

Table 13: Targeted attack on English texts, USE
threshold=0.84

Model k=15 k=30 k=50
base 363 373 375

targeted 332 343 355
robust 292 329 350

Table 14: Targeted attack on Russian texts, USE thresh-
old=0.84
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A Examples of extracted keywords540

A.1 Extraction with tf-idf541

Table 15 lists the most significant tf-idf keywords.542

Some keywords correspond to their genres quite543

reasonably, for example, Fiction or Legal texts.544

However, most genres have fairly topical keywords,545

which indicates the prevalence of specific topics in546

the training corpus. For example, both Argument547

and News contain a lot of texts about international548

politics, many Instruction texts mostly refer to in-549

ternet services or electronic devices.550

A.2 Extraction with TextFooler551

The Fiction and Legal texts turn out to be harder552

to attack. This is likely that it is because their553

training sets are less affected by a topical bias. In554

contrast, News, Information, and Review texts are555

more affected by topical biases, such as politics, see556

also the keywords in Table 15 and the most salient557

words in Table 17. However, the difference is that558

TextFooler amends more frequent English verbs,559

when the words chosen by the tf-df mechanism are560

more genre-specific. It is caused by the fact that561

many successful TextFooler attacks do not replace562

the original words to the words specific to the new563

genre, predicted by the classifier.564

Frequently changing of morphological forms of565

some words causes change to the genre predicted566

by the classifier. It can be seen in the pairs of the567

most frequent replacement pairs Table 16.568

Table 17 lists the most common words which569

were replaced with untargeted attacks for each570

genre for English. For some genres (Promotion,571

Academic, Legal), the replaced words represent572

the according genre. But for genres (Argument,573

Information), there are clear topical shifts. Many574

Argument keywords (people, nations, world, gov-575

ernment) are related to politics, the Information576

keywords are connected with science (telescope,577

astronomy, energy, plants, chemical). The words578

on which the original words are replaced in order to579

change the genre prediction does not make the text580

look visually like the genre the classifier actually581

predicts.582
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Genre Keywords
Argument united, nations, reconciliation, international, development, people, security, countries

Fiction said, would, one, could, little, man, came, like, went, upon
Instruction tap, device, screen, email, tab, select, settings, menu, contact, message

News said, million, committee, disarmament, kongo, report, program, also, budget, democratic
Legal shall, article, may, paragraph, court, person, order, department, party, state

Personal church, one, like, people, could, really, congo, time, years, would
Promotion viagra, cialis, online, writing, posted, service, levitra, business, buy, essay
Academic system, quantum, fault, data, software, image, node, faults, application, fig

Information committee, convention, parties, secretariat, iran, meeting, shall, mines, states, conference
Review google, home, new, like, star, paul, one, shoes, pro, art

Table 15: Examples of English keywords extracted with tf-idf

Genre Words
Argument ((’people’, ’residents’), 14), ((’have’, ’be’), 13), ((’have’, ’has’), 12),

((’world’, ’worldwide’), 8), ((’be’, ’have’), 8), ((’social’, ’societal’), 8),
((’do’, ’know’), 7), ((’children’, ’infants’), 7), ((’people’, ’individuals’),
7), ((’nuclear’, ’fissile’), 7)

Fiction ((’had’, ’has’), 12), ((’had’, ’have’), 10), ((’will’, ’wants’), 10), ((’have’,
’has’), 6), ((’king’, ’monarch’), 5), ((’each’, ’every’), 4), ((’did’, ’does’),
4), ((’came’, ’coming’), 4), ((’come’, ’happen’), 4), ((’have’, ’be’), 4)

Instruction ((’do’, ’know’), 18), ((’will’, ’wants’), 12), ((’be’, ’have’), 10), ((’have’,
’be’), 10), ((’should’, ’ought’), 10), ((’click’, ’clicking’), 6), ((’choose’,
’choices’), 5), ((’based’, ’inspired’), 4), ((’try’, ’trying’), 4), ((’example’,
’examples’), 4)

News ((’will’, ’want’), 13), ((’has’, ’maintains’), 7), ((’has’, ’have’), 6), ((’be’,
’have’), 5), ((’will’, ’wants’), 5), ((’have’, ’be’), 5), ((’said’, ’stating’), 5),
((’year’, ’olds’), 4), ((’new’, ’ny’), 4), ((’week’, ’days’), 4)

Legal ((’be’, ’have’), 22), ((’shall’, ’hereof’), 18), ((’shall’, ’howsoever’), 11),
((’terms’, ’terminology’), 8), ((’order’, ’ordering’), 8), ((’person’, ’some-
body’), 8), ((’conditions’, ’situations’), 5), ((’contract’, ’agreement’), 5),
((’agreement’, ’agreed’), 5), ((’time’, ’hour’), 5)

Personal ((’life’, ’lives’), 6), ((’do’, ’know’), 5), ((’think’, ’suppose’), 5), ((’wanted’,
’want’), 5), ((’felt’, ’knew’), 4), ((’people’, ’individuals’), 3), ((’started’,
’begin’), 3), ((’went’, ’going’), 3), ((’design’, ’styling’), 2), ((’so’, ’be-
cause’), 2)

Promotion ((’be’, ’have’), 6), ((’new’, ’ny’), 5), ((’business’, ’commerce’), 5), ((’com-
pany’, ’corporation’), 5), ((’have’, ’be’), 5), ((’products’, ’byproducts’),
4), ((’opportunity’, ’opportunities’), 4), ((’help’, ’aid’), 4), ((’company’,
’venture’), 4), ((’model’, ’models’), 4)

Academic ((’scattering’, ’scatter’), 8), ((’have’, ’be’), 5), ((’findings’, ’confirma-
tory’), 3), ((’mathematical’, ’dynamical’), 3), ((’analysis’, ’analyzed’), 3),
((’show’, ’showcase’), 3), ((’idea’, ’thought’), 3), ((’computation’, ’com-
puting’), 3), ((’be’, ’have’), 3), ((’bone’, ’bones’), 3)

Information ((’system’, ’integrator’), 4), ((’number’, ’numbering’), 4), ((’has’, ’have’),
3), ((’system’, ’mechanism’), 3), ((’each’, ’every’), 3), ((’had’, ’has’),
2), ((’person’, ’someone’), 2), ((’little’, ’scant’), 2), ((’astronomy’,
’ephemeris’), 2), ((’ehc’, ’liga’), 2)

Review ((’google’, ’yahoo’), 3), ((’quality’, ’dependability’), 2), ((’review’, ’re-
assessment’), 2), ((’synth’, ’synths’), 2), ((’movie’, ’movies’), 1), ((’com-
pany’, ’corporation’), 1), ((’rescue’, ’rescued’), 1), ((’get’, ’got’), 1),
((’engadget’, ’wired’), 1), ((’users’, ’irc’), 1)

Table 16: English word pairs amended with untargeted attack
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Genre Words
Argument people, have, children, nations, nuclear, world, human, government, be, many

Fiction had, will, have, king, each, began, think, wife, little, says
Instruction do, should, will, click, be, have, need, use, mailbox, choose

News will, has, said, last, week, new, have, be, says, pay
Legal shall, be, terms, act, contract, person, agreement, site, order, conditions

Personal think, life, work, wanted, started, do, really, people, felt, years
Promotion company, business, work, have, new, be, help, information, customer, team
Academic scattering, have, idea, cells, analysis, shown, kinase, nuclear, equations, time

Information system, number, has, telescope, astronomy, energy, sun, plants, chemical, each
Review review, google, company, engadget, good, quality, polar, synth, movie, rescue

Table 17: English words amended with untargeted attack
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